Phase-space reaction network on a multisaddle energy landscape: HCN isomerization.
By using the HCN/CNH isomerization reaction as an illustrative vehicle of chemical reactions on multisaddle energy landscapes, we give explicit visualizations of molecular motions associated with a straight-through reaction tube in the phase space inside which all reactive trajectories pass from one basin to another, with eliminating recrossing trajectories in the configuration space. This visualization provides us with a chemical intuition of how chemical species "walk along" the reaction-rate slope in the multidimensional phase space compared with the intrinsic reaction path in the configuration space. The distinct nonergodic features in the two different HCN and CNH wells can be easily demonstrated by a section of Poincare surface of section in those potential minima, which predicts in a priori the pattern of trajectories residing in the potential well. We elucidate the global phase-space structure which gives rise to the non-Markovian dynamics or the dynamical correlation of sequential multisaddle chemical reactions. The phase-space structure relevant to the controllability of the product state in chemical reactions is also discussed.